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Foreword
ONCE UPON A TIME, long, long ago there was a little group known as the 

Castle and Crusade Society. Their fantasy rules were published, and to this writ-
er’s knowledge, brought about much of the current interest in fantasy wargaming. 
For a time the group grew and prospered, and Dave Arneson decided to begin 
a medieval fantasy campaign game for his active Twin Cities club. From the map 
of the “land” of the “Great Kingdom” and environs — the territory of the C & C 
Society — Dave located a nice bog wherein to nest the weird enclave of “Black-
moor,” a spot between the “Great Kingdom” and the fearsome “Egg of Coot.” 
From the CHAINMAIL® fantasy rules he drew ideas for a far more complex and 
exciting game, and thus began a campaign which still thrives as of this writing! 
In due course the news reached my ears, and the result is what you have in your 
hands at this moment. While the C & C Society is no longer, its spirit lives on, and 
we believe that all wargamers who are interested in the medieval period, not just 
fantasy buffs, will enjoy playing DUNGEONS &  DRAGONS®. Its possibilities go 
far beyond any previous offerings anywhere!

While it is possible to play a single game, unrelated to any other game events 
past or future, it is the campaign for which these rules are designed. It is relatively 
simple to set up a fantasy campaign, and better still, it will cost almost nothing. In 
fact you will not even need miniature figures, although their occasional employment 
is recommended for real spectacle when battles are fought. A quick glance at the 
Equipment section of this booklet will reveal just how little is required. The most ex-
tensive requirement is time. The campaign referee will have to have sufficient time to 
meet the demands of his players, he will have to devote a number of hours to laying 
out the maps of his “dungeons” and upper terrain before the affair begins. The third 
booklet of this set will be of great help in this respect, for a number of helpful sug-
gestions regarding how to accomplish it all have been given in order to help you 
accomplish the task with a minimum of time and effort. There should be no want of 
players, for there is unquestionably a fascination in this fantasy game — evidenced 
even by those who could not by any stretch of the imagination be termed ardent 
wargamers. The longevity of existing campaigns (notably “Blackmoor” in the Twin 
Cities and “Greyhawk” in Lake Geneva) and the demand for these rules from people 
outside these campaigns point towards a fantastic future. Tactical Studies Rules be-
lieves that of all forms of wargaming, fantasy will soon become the major contender 
for first place. The section of this booklet entitled Scope will provide an idea of just 
how many possibilities are inherent in DUNGEONS & DRAGONS.

These rules are strictly fantasy. Those wargamers who lack imagination, those 
who don’t care for Burroughs’ Martian adventures where John Carter is groping 
through black pits, who feel no thrill upon reading Howard’s Conan saga, who do 
not enjoy the de Camp & Pratt fantasies or Fritz Leiber’s Fafhrd and the Gray Mouser 
pitting their swords against evil sorceries will not be likely to find DUNGEONS & 
DRAGONS to their taste. But those whose imaginations know no bounds will find 
that these rules are the answer to their prayers. With this last bit of advice we invite 
you to read on and enjoy a “world” where the fantastic is fact and magic really 
works!

E. Gary Gygax 1 November 1973
Tactical Studies Rules Editor Lake Geneva, Wisconsin
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INTRODUCTION:

These rules are as complete as possible within the limitations imposed by the 
space of three booklets. That is, they cover the major aspects of fantasy campaigns 
but still remain flexible. As with any other set of miniatures rules they are guidelines 
to follow in designing your own fantastic-medieval campaign. They provide the 
framework around which you will build a game of simplicity or tremendous com-
plexity — your time and imagination are about the only limiting factors, and the 
fact that you have purchased these rules tends to indicate that there is no lack of 
imagination — the fascination of the game will tend to make participants find more 
and more time. We advise, however, that a campaign be begun slowly, following 
the steps outlined herein, so as to avoid becoming too bogged down with unfamiliar 
details at first. That way your campaign will build naturally, at the pace best suited 
to the referee and players, smoothing the way for all concerned. New details can 
be added and old “laws” altered so as to provide continually new and different situ-
ations. In addition, the players themselves will interact in such a way as to make the 
campaign variable and unique, and this is quite desirable.

If you are a player purchasing the DUNGEONS & DRAGONS rules in order to 
improve your situation in an existing campaign, you will find that there is a great 
advantage in knowing what is herein. If your referee has made changes in the 
rules and/or tables, simply note them in pencil (for who knows when some flux of 
the cosmos will make things shift once again!), and keep the rules nearby as you 
play. A quick check of some rule or table may bring hidden treasure or save your 
game “life.”

Men & Magic (Book I) details what characters can be played, potentials, 
limitations, and various magical spells. Monsters & Treasure (Book II) describes 
the beasts and creatures which will be encountered, as well as the kind and amount 
of treasure they are likely to guard, including magical items. Finally, The Under-
world & Wilderness Adventures (Book III) tells how to set up and actually play 
the campaign. It is presented last in order to allow the reader to gain the perspective 
necessary — the understanding of the two preceding booklets. Read through the 
entire work in the order presented before you attempt to play.




